
 
 
 

Beekeeping in Clapham I can honestly say my bees and fellow bee people have 

kept me sane this year. With doing less B&B, I have had the time to attend the 

KSWBA meetings, and that has made such a difference! A talk on bread making 

with tasty sampling of bread and mead may not have helped my bee knowledge, but 

initiated an interest in getting to know folk in the group. The session on making the 

‘Ron Bee’ wax melter was genius – I am allowed to use the garage at home now - 

though only for wax melting in my own Ron Bee gizmo. Going to Jacqui’s  house 

on cold winter Tuesday evenings, and sitting around the table with Julia, Martin, 

Brian and Andy, going through old exam papers in preparation for the Basic 

Assessment on 7th August this year was fun, informative and filling – the cake kind! 

Julia had always said that a visit to AT’s apiary would be a treat given his clever 

ways of keeping bees warm and dry. So between Ron and Alan, my bee shed and 

equipment has taken on a new life. 

I haven’t said much about my bees so far, probably because they continue to 

flummox me. I think there must be the equivalent of a ‘Knit and Natter’ for bees 

where my 3 hives gather and plan how to make sure I haven’t a clue what they are 

up to. This year’s challenge has been marking my queens. So far when I’ve spotted 

one, I haven’t managed to keep an eye on them long enough to succeed. Last year it 

was seeing how artistic they could be regarding wax building. The only time I have 

been in the know was year 1 when I knew nothing! The Basic Assessment was a 

very good day. I had dropped out of taking the Assessment during the summer for 

personal reasons. Then when Julia had a practical teaching session 10 days before 

the assessment, I thought I would go along just as an observer. Julia is the kindest, 

most supportive, AND the most persuasive person around! Going through a hive 

with her, and continuously saying ‘I haven’t a clue’ every time she asked me a 

question, I realised just how little I knew. At school, I always studied at the last 

minute. I could cram a lot in and importantly REMEMBER it! The 10 days leading 

up to the Assessment made me realise I certainly can’t do that now, and am still 

battling with how to pronounce Tropilaelaps. Julia gave us her undivided attention 

throughout the day however, and kept us filled up with tea, cake and scrumptious 

lunch! Jacqui ended the day handing out pretty labelled Heron School paper bags 

with lavender and other smoker friendly contents. Maggie brought scones and also 

gave support all day. A great day with really special people. I went to bed pooped, 
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Upcoming Meetings – Abbott Hall, 7.30pm (unless stated) 

December 11th Christmas quiz/Jacob’s Join /presentation of certificates (plus 

quick talk about basic assessment/health certificates in 2019) 

January 15th AGM. Ron B will also give a talk – constructing a wax steam melter. 

Brigsteer Village hall, Sunday Feb 17th Presentation on queen rearing - JH and 

CC Arrive by 12.15 in time for lunch. 

March 12th My ‘wood’: Improving a habitat for bees and wildlife. Dave Johnson 

April 9th Dominic Rhodes, a Penrith beekeeper – Bee hive types: Good for the Bees 

or the beekeeper? 

 

 
 

still feeling I knew nothing. Beekeeping in Clapham began with the Sustainability 

Group. Three sites with a total of 5 beekeepers began in 2010. (Some have since 

fallen by the wayside however). We are surrounded by agricultural land here, but 

have a responsible farmer as a neighbour. He cares for my bees, and any spraying  

he needs to do is a carefully co- ordinated arrangement with his contractor; proof 

that collaboration works! If you watch the TV programme ‘The Dales and the 

Lakes’, then you too will have met John Dawson at Bleakbank Farm, our 

neighbour!…...and as a footnote, amazingly, I passed the assessment, thanks to the 

support of the ‘class of 2018’. I think I will have to show my certificate to the bees! 

D E 



Results of the 2018 Kendal and Westmorland Honey Show 

This is my last year as honey show secretary. It is time for me to hand over the reins, 

mainly because I am getting to the stage where I don’t enjoy driving at night, 

especially in winter weather. Rachel, who was our honey show judge this year, was 

show secretary when I first joined the club. It took me a number of years of failed 

entries, before asking others advice on what I was doing wrong, until perseverance 

paid off. I have ended up showing honey at the National, Great Yorkshire, Lakeland, 

and of course, our own shows. When I was asked to take over as show secretary for 

Kendal I jumped at the chance, and have hopefully developed the role to make it 

simpler for someone else to take over. Karen has subsequently volunteered and I will 

be very happy to give advice and guidance if needed. P W 
 

Class 1 Light honey Peter Wal Ron 

Class 2 Medium honey Phil Wal Jim 

Class 4 Crystallised honey Jim Wal Tricia 

Class 7 For sale Pat Ron Phil 

Class 8 Blind taste Bee team Peter Dave J 

Class 9 Capped comb Pat Ron Bee team 

Class 10 Candles Judith Peter Ron 

Class 11 Block of wax Pat Ron Judith 

Class 12 Dry mead Martin Peter Wal 

Class 13 Sweet mead Wal Ron Peter 

Class 14 Honey cake Bee team Pat Peter 

Class 15 Biscuits Peter Karen Dave 

Class 16 Photo Julia Martin Andy 

Class 17 Beginners Crosthwaite 
School 

Andy Jackie 

 
Individual Prizes (vouchers awarded) 

Class 17 F C Honey  Class 18 Crosthwaite School 

Block of wax P M Best in show  G D and P W Light honey 

There was a good turnout at the Honey Show last night. The largest number of 

beekeepers for any winter meeting in the time I have been attending. D T pitched his 

talk about electric cars perfectly, which allowed R and P enough time to do the deeds 

in the adjacent room. They both then presented the results and gave some advice to 

the assembled masses, who all secretly vowed to ‘do better next year’. The honey 

tasting was particularly good fun, as it was agreed that the tastes 



  
 

  

and looks of the 9 samples were so different. It would be interesting perhaps to have 

known where each of the pots were from, and which crops were involved in their 

making…..especially the white one! A B took the photos presented above. 



Lost Queen? 

Four weeks after splitting a colony I 

was pleased to find eggs and brood, 

proof that the queen had successfully 

mated and was laying, only to find a 

couple of weeks later that there were 

no eggs or larvae. I have in the past 

had a queen which manage to squeeze 

through the Q excluder but on 

examination of the supers I couldn't 

find her there either. The standard test 

of queenlessness is to insert a brood 

frame with eggs from another hive for 

the bees to make a new queen. This I 

did but to no avail. Mystified but not 

unduly surprised as we all know that 

bees do what they want, not what they 

should do, I was resigned to uniting the 

colony with the neighbouring hive 

before they produced laying workers. 

Different strains of bees vary but 

usually only produce laying workers 

after three weeks or so of being 

without a queen or brood. There are different methods of uniting colonies, for 

example spraying the bottom of one colony and the top of the other with an air 

freshener, but my usual method is with a sheet of newspaper between the two 

colonies and by the time the bees have eaten their way through to each other, their 

scents have intermingled and they are friends. But back to my recent problem, I duly 

inserted the newspaper and put the queenless brood box on top of the neighbouring 

one. It was then that I noticed wild comb hanging under the mesh floor. Despite 

mating at least once, the queen had somehow gone walk-about and on return must 

had missed the hive entrance and instead she had gone under the hive where she was 

joined by worker bees and had comb built for her to lay in. I then removed the wild 

comb with the queen, replaced the brood box on the mesh floor and returned the 

queen to her rightful place, followed by a feed of sugar syrup. I have now got to 

hope that she was accepted in the brood box and not rejected as an outside intruder. 

I have heard stories of queens going walk-about, and find it surprising that having 

successfully mated, presumably more than once and started laying a few days later, 

that she would still want to go out on a further jolly. Perhaps the simple explanation 

is she took flight during my examination and failed to find the entrance on her 

return. 

The moral is, if the queen cannot be found, or signs of her presence in the brood 

box, look in the super(s), and if not there look under the hive. R B 



Testing Times 

With the business of Christmas and New Year behind us but before the evenings get 

light enough to tempt you outside why not come along to our association’s little 

study groups and widen your beekeeping know how? You can either come along and 

just join in for interest or have a go at one of the practical assessments in summer 

2019. 

We shall meet every fortnight, probably on a Tuesday evening. Anyone wanting to 

take the Basic Assessment needs to have kept bees for a year, for the Bee Heath 

Certificate practical assessment you need to have passed the Basic Assessment and 

have kept bees for at least 3 years (but if you want to just come along to either group 

for interest those rules need not apply). 

In 2018 four members of our association passed the Basic Assessment with Credits, 

likewise the year before (and 10 of the kids from Heron Hill passed the Junior 

Certificate). The Bee Health Certificate is a new ‘exam’, 3 of us applied to take it 

this summer but could not persuade an examiner to venture this far north! I have 

postponed our exam until next year so we shall definitely be having a go in 2019. 

Details of the assessments and all the other BBKA exams are on the BBKA website 

in the members’ area https://www.bbka.org.uk/practical-assessments 

For study I plan to alternate the weeks – one week doing the Basic Assessment 

syllabus, the other week doing the Bee Health Certificate syllabus. We usually meet 

at someone’s house, chosen in as convenient/central location as possible, eat cake, 

drink tea and coffee and work our way through the syllabus. This year we had a 

WhatsApp group to send photos & communicate (not always sensible beekeeping 

stuff!) and we have kept that running, sharing ideas and asking questions. In the 

summer, nearer the time of the assessment we have some practical sessions in the 

apiary. There is no need to spend lots of money on books. Everyone enjoys these 

sessions and we all get a lot from the friendship and mutual support, the groups can 

be what we make them. Please get in touch with me, perhaps an email or phone call 

if you would like to join us, the Basic Assessment is exactly what it says, it covers 

the basics of beekeeping, they want people to succeed – no rocket science. 

J  H : julia@bcs.org 01539560869 Education/exam person K&SWBKA 
 

 

Officers for 2018 

Chairperson 

Secretary 

Treasurer 

Meetings Secretary(s) 

Examinations secretary 

ADM delegate 

Education/exam and point of contact 

Webmaster 

Honey show Sec 

Newsletter Editor 

 
GD 

 JB 

PM  

J/A/J/A/M/P 

GD 

PW 

JH 

AB 

PWr  

PW 

Additional committee members:      DT,  JC, AR, RB 

https://www.bbka.org.uk/practical-assessments
mailto:julia@bcs.org
mailto:julia@bcs.org01539560869


Many thanks to the contributors to this edition: D , A , P , P Wr and J.  

Please support our advertisers if you have the chance. 

 
 

 



Leaves on the Line I had travelled to Scotland by train, and had walked the hills 

for 3 days. I was returning with pictures of Glen Feshie in my mind…..land 

managed for reforestation and biodiversity. Trees creeping up the hillsides, autumn 

colours bright in the sunlight, and enough year round forage to support a collection 

of hives in the valley bottom (15?), placed like jewels in the landscape. I was 

making my way onto platform 1 to catch the 8.42 to Edinburgh, on my way back to 

Oxenholme. It was a blustery morning and there were about 25 people, all wrapped 

up, spread along the platform waiting for what turned out to be a delayed train. 

There were leaves on the line on the climb out of Inverness and the train had lost 

traction. There was an announcement by a real person, that the train would now be 

arriving on the opposite platform, which meant we had to cross the line. Thinking 

we had to get there quickly, as the length of the delay had not fully registered with 

most of us, there was a mass move towards the steep iron stairway that would lead 

us up over the rails. There are no lifts at Aviemore and people had heavy suitcases. 

For a few moments it felt like everyone for themselves….who would get there 

first…. ‘I’m not going to be the one left scrambling for the train’. Then on certain 

faces I saw a look of dread as people realised they would be beaten as they wouldn’t 

be able to lift their luggage up the steps, it would be just too heavy. For another 

second or two, ‘everyone for themselves’ prevailed, and then we remembered what 

we had been taught when we were young, by example, and the right people offered 

the right help to the right people. Those who were younger and stronger offered to 

carry cases up, along, and then down the steps and when we all arrived on platform 

two, the atmosphere had changed. People who had been self-contained had been 

given a way in to connect with those around them, the ice had been broken, and a 

number of conversations broke out as a result whilst we waited a further 20 minutes. 

The station manager also joined us, and kept us informed of her communications 

with the driver of the train on her mobile. She chatted away about the possible 

scenarios with ‘leaves on the line’, whilst every now and again an archaic recorded 

message over the tannoy came out with meaningless drivel apologising for the delay, 

in the background. The crowd much preferred to gather round the real person. I then 

had a memorable conversation which was one of the highlights of my trip. I chatted 

to a New Zealander whose father had kept bees in North Island on a commercial 

scale in the 1940’s. It was before Manuka honey had become big time. This being 

thicker and darker honey, it was fed to the bees themselves in the winter, and it was 

the honey gathered from the clover that was sold. He had then come and settled in 

Aviemore and fallen in love with the mountains here. It then came out that as he had 

aged he had grown to love gardening. We found we had so much in common. 

Memories of bees, hives, his youth, and the New Zealand landscape were at the 

front of his mind as we talked, and he was heading back to his roots to reconnect for 

2 months. From ‘small acts of kindness’ shown, we all got onto the train in such 

better spirits. I think it is why I don’t use the automatic checkouts at the shops. 

There are so many ways in our modern lives that chances to interact and help each 

other are taken away, and I fear we are the poorer for it. More done perhaps but less 

gained. P W 


